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THE PROBLEM 
In$rp41&,,~2,PD 
!o beoome a better teacher 1, a challenge that tace. 
one all through l1t.• With allot th.emphasis on .pace and. 
related fields, mathematies at all levels must be taught 
with the idea of its necessity to help one tult111 lit.'. 
n••ds. Beeaus.of this n••tI., the writer has civen much 
attention to reading skills necessary to pr'ovlde adeq,uate 
meane to understand and attack the mathemati"s of tod.ay. 
Children need to learn the proper skills 80 that they' can 
learn to understand and even enjoy mathematics. 
The writer has considered in depth the proper ap­
proach to the understanding ot mathematies at the seventh 
grade level. Spache saysl 
It is generally accepted that skill in reading eompre­
hension 1s directly related to IUCC••• in arithmetic 
reasoning or problem solving. This relationship 1. 
probably greater at primary levels where reading of 
problems i. almost pURely a reading task. However. as 
arithmetic relationships and proc••••• become more com­
plex, good general reading comprehension beoome. in­
creasingly le.8 significant in probl••~solv1ng success. 
Therefor., trom upper el••entary scbool levela through 
1 
high school and COllege
l 
more aS81.tan.ce in reading
mathematical materials s .ssential.' 
After much thought, a reading approach designed to 
understand the tex'tbook2 was the result. 
It 1s hoped that because of this analytical study, 
not only the writer will become a b·etter teacher. but that 
other teachers or mathematics will benefit by this stUdy. 
§ tatlU»t pf tJ1I. ·fI9i~. 
The purpose of the study 1s to analyze the reading 
skills necessary tor comprehension of materials in the .ev­
enth grade mathematics cours. at Henry Clay Sohool. 
Specifically, this stUdy will include the surveying 
of the literature in the content areas that relate to math­
ematics. In a441t1on, the writer will analyze the text to 
determine which reading skills are needed to comprehend the 
material presented. 
BOQRe IDi<M~m1tlt~ABI 9: thtSkiAx 
The stUdy is limited to a compilation of reading skills 
emphasized by reading specialist., particularl,. applicable to 
at .:ts I..d 
1Qe01'g8 D. Spaohe .%0Ql4B.~t.r~dW. (Champaign,
Illinois: Garrard Publishing Company 1'7 3 pp. 286-87, 
citing Leo C. Fay, "The Relationship Aetween Specifio Read­
ing Skill and Selected Areas of Sixth Grade Achievement t " 
Journal or Edu.c.atlo!l Re$.U~A. XLIII (Maroh, 19;0)
PP. 5'+1.1+1. anel eIt~ ;)' R. '1. ~. Harper, "Reading and Arith­
••tic Reasoning.--A Partial Correlation and MUltiple Regres.ion 
Anal.f sis , ":t:Ifta icmzw ot IUlilteUDIJ. B'I.llllh III (June,
19,7) pp. 81- .-~ • 
2Ma.rJ P. Dole1ana1, and others, MgUrn SS'A9Ql HAth­
IMSi6CS--ltp,m. au KltAP4 7, (Boston I Hoqhton Mltfiin 
COIlP~, 19 7 .• 
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reading the mathematics book used in the seventh grade at 
Henry Clay School where the writer is teaching. 
Dl'·Elu 
To properly evaluate which skills are needed in study­
ing mathematics, it was necessary to arrive at an instrument 
to do so. The writer did tind 80me instruments suggested by 
leading authorities but there were d1tterencel of opinion. 
Becaus. of this, the writer decided that the instrument used 
would be eompiled troll the various author1tie. in this f1eld 
and the writer's objectIve observation based on his exper-­
ienoe. with the teaon1nc of math.matiea and background in 
reading_ 
The literature in this .Ub~8Ct was studied in order 
to prepare the cr1teria tor analyzing the textbook used 1n 
the seventh grade to determine the special reading skills 
involved. 
fhe reading skills that the writer finally has drawn 



















IV. Seleotion of Speed 
A. First reading
B. Second reading
Reread Specific Areas 
V• Problem Sol'Ving 
A. Question 





SURVEY OF LITERATURE 
guitnti 1~2.I1A8 i_pAlai_tAl IItA,ulcill 
The wri·ter noted that most books that are written 
about reading in the Junior High and Secondary levels empha­
size what 1. needed in the content field. Massey and Moore 
present the section on the content area by sayingl 
Reading 18 the most widely used learning procedure tor 
acqUiring content at the secondary level. To this ex­
tent every teacher in the content area 1s a reading
t.ac~er. h'henever any teacher instructs the student 
from printed material, he beoom;tts a reading teacher. 
Beading is a process for learning. rather than a fub­
jeet to b. taught at any' particular sehool level. 
the authors presented a suggested outline that the 
content are. teachers attempt to use to teach var10us skills. 
These vere. 
1• Word meaning 
2. Comprehension .kills 
3. Purpose for reading
 
lp. Rate of reading
 
,,, r f 
1Will J. Massey and Virginia D. Moore, ijtlRinlH1&b 
ill12Q:J. 't1l4Ws .tg II" ili"t. (lew York' Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., 19 ), p. u. 
6 
Also included in the discus.1on was the necessary 
phys1eal environment of the classroom where total learning 
takes plaee.2 
It seem.s that most authorities stress the need tor 
gUiding principles to teach the content areas with quality 
and quantity. The teacher needs to have a purpose with stu­
dents' needs in mind, and the students need specific purposes 
tor reading. 
The hUll' RtYA1" in ,iOQltj.QIl, suggests methods 
and devioes a mathematics t.,&oher may use to improve ).leading. 
The skills recommended are. 
1.	 Develop vocabulary. 
2.	 Interpret verbal problems. 
3.	 aead anel interpret mater1als showing functional 
relationships .' 
4.	 Proofread to verify solutions and/or to locate 
errors., 
,.	 Read extensively to make use of quantitative data 
in newspapera, magazine article., and books. 
6.	 Acquire meaning from the statements ot rule. and 
definitions so they may be used with understanding. 
7.	 To make accurate selt"8yaluat1on ot progress in 
reading in mathematicl •.) 
Most authorities agree 011 the basic skills that are 
necessary but may present the inform.ation in a slightly d1t­
t.rent manner. 
, .' 1 E 
2Ib1d., p. 5'2. 
3Harve1 Littrel. "Reading Skills and Habits Needed in 
Mathematics!n %ltfA1D~&4~foi¥bl,~IQbQ01J Kansas
StUdies in Educa on, 0 ume .. t O. t "1P'ilruary t 1960. 
7 
In a curriculum bulletin p\lb11shed by the New York 
City Board of Education, a chart was shown. categorizing the 
reading skills into three basic sections. 
1.	 Word recognition 
2.	 Comprellens1on 
3.	 Work study4 
Each category consisted of five to twelve $ub~h.ad~ 
1ngs. The particUlar chapter on mathematics listed seven 
specific reading skill. necessary for successful function­
ing. The skills listed here arel 
1.	 Recognize and underst~and the d1fterent meanings
of familiar words when u8ed in mathematic. 
oontext. 
2. Recognize and understand mathematics vocabulary. 
3- Recognize and understand operational symbols.
variables, etc. 
!t.. Read and interpret tables. graphs, formulas, 
and equations.
 
,. Read and understand problema.
 
6.	 Distinguish between relevant and irrelevant numer­
ical and verbal d,.tails. 
7.	 Read and tollow directions correctly.S 
A very impressive artiele on the three main areas 
usually designating a class was written by Clark. First he 
presents a situation of thr&e boys attempting their mathema~ 
• I . • 
~Board of Education of the City of New York, lea4iDI 
~tAI iubj~tt'AI ..G,;Eidl~ z-a-~, New York, Curr1culum Bul­
letin, 1963- \Jeri.a-No' t p. 2. 
SIbld•• p. S1. 
8
 
tics assignment. The boys each read the particular problem 
aloud. After the third boy 1144 finished reading (with excel­
lent express1on), they realized ~lhat the problem was all 
about. From this, Clark concludes there a.re three levels of 
readers in our classrooms today. The one group consists ot 
the "non-readers" who may be able to merely say the vorda at 
Dept with very little comprehension. At the opposite end, 
we have the child who reads independently and 1s able to 
adapt old concepts and come up with the new on... The third 
group 1s the large middle group. They have various kinds ot 
reading problems .. mental, physical and emotional. 
Clark concludes his article emphasizing the need tor 
the reading specialist to be a resouree person to the math­
ematics teacher to enable her to present the 1'ea41111; tech­
niques in mathematics to the pupils as she would be most 
qualified to deal with mathematical concepts ~ld language.6 
Austin states that comprehension akills must be built, 
but cit.s the need for general and specitic vocabulary'. Once 
the vocabulary is understood. pupUs may beglIl to praetloe 
ways to learn oomprehension skills. She suggests practice 
in reading aIid 801vj~ng problems orally in groups. Some ape.. 
e1t1e questions to be considered are: 
1. What do we need to rind? 
2. Wllat facts are given 1n the problem? 
.., t L 
6John R. Clark, "The Problem of Reading Instruction 
in Mathematics· Jerry W. WeisS, Bu'ing ill M A1QAUfte
§ghogll, (New !orlu Odyssey Pr••• , Inc., 193-, pp. 3~ 3.91. 
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3. What steps are necessary tor a solution?
 
1+. What is a reasonable ansver?
 
It the student receive. this tne or.x.reise fre­

quently, he vill use this approach when answering problem­
solving questions. Austin also stated that an approach s1m­
ilar to St Q 3R, is recommended so the student will begin to 
40 this on his own.7 
Henderson stat.s. 
Speaking geaerally· the proce.s ot rea41ng 1s the._ 
whether the stUdent i. reading InCllsh or mathematiea. 
The symbols, whether they are English vor4. or mathema­
tical S11.na t serve as Clue. to the 1.dea, which ue .to b·. 
coaunicatecl_ A, the stud.ent reads, he 1nterprets t,he 
symbols and us.. the 1deas they represent to aoeomp11sh 
a certain purpose ill As in reading English 80 in reading
mathematics, the two cbief caus•• of rea4!ng dltricult7 
area (1) not know1nc what the .pbol. mean, and (2) 1'1OS 
knOWing	 or being contused about the purpose of reading. 
Concept development appears to be a prime concern ot 
the authors when discus.ing content reading. He.nderaon reels 
that it makes little d1tterence whether the teacher presents 
the concepts by name to be developed first, or the teacher 
directs stUdent experience. ao that the concept evolves. How­
ever, the amount. k1nd, and organization of the experience 
the teacher prOVide., make. the 4irterence.9 
7Mary A.ustin·. "I.provine Comprehension ot Mathematics," 
Jerry W.Weiss, I~&.i' tAt illQdarx §a~gll. (Rew York: 
Odys••y	 Pres. t Inc., 1961 .• pp. 391-96.­
8Kenneth B. Henderson, "Interpreting Materials in 
Arithmetic and Mathematics in Grade. Seven to Fourteen," 
Jerry W•... Welss, leaUalgij.;!;hI iJrm'llIlWgll, (lew York. 
Od181ey	 Pres., Inc. t 19,1·, p. 39 .. 
9Ibld., p. 391. 
10 
Another important consideration stressed by the eon­
tent field experts was the need tor a purpose when reading. 
Karlin stressed the fact that students who have a purpose for 
reading are thinking about the cont.ntof the material at 
hand rather than merely receiVing information to digest. He 
further oommented that active readers have a problem to solv., 
while the passive readers ju.t gather taets.10 
Karlin also states, as the other authors previously 
discussed. that tche technical vocabulary ot mathematics 18 
like a torelgn language and the content teacher must spend 
time to be sure that the students understand the vocabularr 
or they vill Dot be able to comprehend the required reading. 
The required reading t according to Karlin, can be class1f1ed 
into five major stag••• 
1. aeadiness tor read1ng. 
2. First reading (silent). 
3. Discussion of the material.
 
1+. Rereading <silent and/or oral).
 
5. App11cat1on. 11 
This 1. a necesaary requirement aa maDJ mathematics 
and other content field teaohers knOll troID experienoe. Every 
time anyone pick. up material about read1ng1n content areas, 
vocabulary t comprehen81on. slow reading, rereading, and analrz" 
1ng verbal proble.a 1s always discu•••d. 
1ORobert Karlin ~Rt'dif&ill. ssmog~
(Indianapolis. Bobb8.M&n~panyt~ne., ~" p. -j1. 
11Kar1in, op. cit., p. 236 
11 
Two items that ,impressed the writer when reading ma­
terial written by Bamman, et al, were that all o'f the above 
factors were disoussed at length and that there 18 the need 
to have adequate general read1ng abilities to interpret the 
mathematical 1anguage. 
They stated: 
They (the student.) aus', for instance. have mastered 
the essential wor4-reeogn1t1on sk111s,.have learned to 
use contextual clu.. 1'••4117, have proficiency in apply.. 
ina prerixe. suffices· and roots to new 1torciaJ have 
beoome SkillM in following a pattern of ideas. of 
recognising main ide•• and the requ1reddeta11s, and 
have developed cona1derable skill in efficient us. of 
the textbook.12 
It vas alao stated that lack of th... skills by students 
should be reported to a responsible individual, such as the 
counselor or reading spec1al1lt.13 
In the past twenty or so years, schools have real­
ised that teaching of reading in the content areas 1s neces­
sary. Accord,ing to Markshettel, critics claimed that .ec­
ondary teachers ".re inditterent to student.' reading dit­
ficulties. The teachera' answer to this was that they telt 
80me teachers mar have been 1ndifferent because the" did not 
know about the reading process to recognize when students 
needed reading help. Also the teachers stated the,. realized 
the need tor multilevel texts and reading instruction. but 
.. 
12Henrr A. 13aJ1U1UUl, Ursula Hogan and Charles E. Greene, 
B'ldin« .IJ1lws;ti,sm I"DtDI, ~,PAilN:X .Schsw.l. (lew Yorkt 
Lo~gman8t Gr.en and Co .. , 19 ,. , . t p. , 90. 
13Ibid., p. 190. 
12 
stated tlve points why this was impossible. 
(1 ) the school administrators ins1st that teachers use 
only the one adopted textbook. 
(2)	 The course of study is d.alped for a single speci­
f1e textbook. 
(3)	 Less difticult textbooks are unavailable in the par-­
t1cular sUb3eot-matter field. 
(It)	 reaohers rarely haye had a Clovse in how to teach 
reading, and therefore, hay. no idea of what 1$ meant 
by teaching reading in content areas, or<,)	 Teachers would.teaeh ,cad-1na it they knew how r.ad.... 
ing	 should be taught. 
CIIAPTE.'Ct	 III 
A STUDY	 OF READING SKILLS AND APPLICATION 
TO READING OF IIu\THElIA!IBs 
12eyt1opmen$otS.k·111.' LLaS 
The purpose or this study was to de,,!.. a method or 
1nstruction which would lead to a better comprehension ot 
seventh. grade mathematics. A reading skills approach was 
decided upon because reading seemed. basie to the understand.. 
ing or lfT1tten problema and 1nvolTed de.elop.ent of thinking 
abilities. In order to analyze the text, a skills list was 
formulated. 




II. Comprehension and Interpretation 
A.. Background













IV. Selection or Speed 
A.	 First reading
B.	 Second reading
Reread specific areas 
V.	 Problem Solving 
A.	 Que.tion




In formulating the list of sk111s, m&n7type. of re­
sources were used,inoluding: 
1•	 Reading of 11teratv. reterring to reading in 
mathematics. 
2.	 Disoussions with reading specialilts. 
3. Experience. or eontent-tield teachers 
It. Conterenees with administrat1ve staft in 
writer's 8chool distr1ct. 
,. Interviews with parents and students. 
6.	 Past experience in the eduaat10nal t1eld,. 
The reading department in the Whit.tish Bay School 
District developed a reading curr1oulumgu148 tor the ele­
mentary school and a1,80 one tor the jun10r high s,chool. It 
consisted of general content area essentials as vell as spe. 
cif1c essentials tor each field. The curriculum plans tor 
the teaeher to provide instruotion tor vocabulary .ki11s. 
eomprehene1on sk1lls, stUdy skillS, flexibility or rat., and 
oral expression. 
The gu1de tor the teaching of reading in the field 
of mathematics sUIgests 81x main areal. The.e are. 
1) Introduce textbook to the students.
 
2) Guide students in tile difficult, technical vocabulary.
 
3) Point out to students that t'he' style in which mathema­

tical problems is writtell calls for a different ·type 
of reading. 
It) Give students some type of problem analysis approach.
5) Encqurage slow and careful reading of probl.ms.~ 
6) Promote thinking that is selective, orderly and logi­
cal.' 
As these are broad areas, the writer felt a need tor a more 
specific	 program. 
Bond and Wagner, in discussing the mathematics text­
book t say: 
It can readily be seen that this reading task i8 entirely
different trom that or reading the basal reading test. 
There 18 no running context in the problems that the 
child can use1br help in recogn1zir~ words. The book 
oontains a technica.l vocabulary that m\lst be learned. 
The reading mater1al calls tor careful and exact reading,
which must be done at a relatively slow rate. Each step
in the procell must be tull)' understood betere the next 
step is taken. Much more time is used in reflecting
'upon the material pr'esented than in recognizing the words 
with the r,.adlng teohniques that are suitable and efrec­
tive in reading the basal reading material he is in dif­
ficult.,- almost immediately. In reading the materials or 
mathematiest.even the habit of continuous reading must 
be laid as1o.." tor much of the time the child reads a 
short problem, thinks about itt goes back to reread, and 
then take. pencil in hand and works for a time. He may
then be ready to go to the next problem. The nature or 
the material and the purpose for reading cause marked2ad­ju.stment or reading abilities, habits. and attitudes. 
Spache lis~ts eight needs of pupils tor training in 
reading	 in mathematics: 
1Wb.1tefish Bay Public Schools bisUal~~• 
.{:lJmiQf	 Higal. Whitefish Bay. i>1iseonslnt August~3. 
2G'u7 L. Bond and Eva Bond \iaaUf, :1A~~g Yle l~
\gR'ad, (New YOfk. The MacMillan Company, 19~o)t pp_ 2;-=':w~. 
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1.	 organizing details into working ideas 
2. recognizing relationships

3:.. organizing processes to find solutions
 
4~	 adjusting rate to slow speed to secure a high degree
of eomprehension
5.	 understandillg technical vocabulary and symbols
6.	 understanding common words with mathematical conno­
tations or more precise mathematj.eal usage
 
7,. _.. locating and selecting related read1ngs .
 
8, evolving procedures for 1')roblem.solv1ng.3
 
In their discussion about improvement of reading in 
the mathematics area, Strang, et al, discuss diftioulty with 
term', eomprehension and speed. directives tor developing 
reading skills and aids in l'ead1ng difficult texts.lt In 
thi8 d1scu8s1on the authors consider methods and ways to 
teach mathematics. 
;411en tbe writer was reading through the material on 
the content-field reading, the commerlts by McKee made qU1te 
an impression. He states that there are three important mat­
ters that pertain to the process of reading 'and are necessary 
to interpret the printed. material. The first comment 1. that 
there are no meanings on any printed page, but that the words 
and symbols merely stand tor meanings intended b1 the writer. 
The second point stresses that the qUal1ty of· the meaning a 
reader gives the printe. material depends upon the qu.11tr of 
the concept which his experience. have enabled him to build 
and what he has attached t,o that symbol. Thus, it the con­
.-.-.c•• · • - I .....III n I 
3Spache, IAyard llAtil1: Rlis12.Ai, p. 287. 
ltauth Strang, Constance M. McCullough, and Arthur E. 
Traxler, ;hI 1.lQXPw)gr... IIAI~1 (New York, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company. Inc_, 1,,1 , PP. 1 9-03. 
17
 
cept is vague or erroneous, it can lead to misunderstanding. 
The third point says trlst if the concept btl11t and attached 
to the given symbol 1s clear and. correct, the thinking he 
has to do is qUite simple; but if the concept is vague and 
an incorrect idea of the symbol 1. present, the thinking re­
quired 1s rather complica.ted.; This cause. mueh contusion 
and t'rustratiol'l to the youngster. and each new concept may 
then be erroneously made and the problem increased. This is 
one of th~ problems the ·teactler faces and must try to elim­
inate. 
As has been said earlier, most of- the reading author­
ities are in agreement. stressing one area a little more than 
another, but they seem to agree on the neces.tty of the eon­
tent-field teacher to realize her ro1.e in teaching reading 
to the child so that the subject will be understood. 
One or the headings the lvr1ter found to be of much 
value l,as, "\Vb.at Can the Teacher Do To rlelp Ilis Students Read 
Better?u6 11arltshetfel, in this article dispels the rallaey 
that chilclren above the elementa:t7 level know how to use the1r 
textbooks to the utmost. The restlts or a questionnaire given 
to 3,000 juniors. seniors, and graduate stUdents revealed the 
following I 
5Paul MaKee · Elementary Sehool, 
pp. 159..63. 





1) From 60 to 70 per cent of the students never look at 
charts,. Cl',aphs, or tablesJ 
2) ten to 20 per cent look briefly at the charts, graphs,
and tables but do not study theml 
3)	 about 9, per cent us. context clues to derive mean­
ings ot words I 
1+)	 less than halt the students use a dictionary skill ­
fullYI 
,)	 ninety-nine to 100 per cent t.el that the way. tg im. 
prove their reading is to increase their speed.'" 
The.e results certainly cause one to wonder what kind 
of teaching 18 being done. 
As one reads the literature, vocabulary't slow read­
inc. rerea41ng, comprehension, careful thinking, and follow­
ing	 direct10ns are discuse.d. BUlman. et &1, 84181 
Mathematical_at.rials reqUire that students think in an 
orderly and 10c10a1 Yay as they read. They mu.t a•• 
olearly that conditions one and two must neeessarily
lead to condition three, that angle. and ares ar. t or 
are	 not, equivalent, that the eon41t1ona in on. problem 
are	 actually qUite 41tterent trom tho•• in another that 
are stated so••what similarly. . In addition
l 
the students 
must think selectively a8 they try to lclent.ty the data 
and details essential to tne solution and must disregard 
any that can and should be ignored. Selective thinking
18 also necessary as theya.old. on exactly what they 
are to tind as an &nswer to the problem.8 
VOAAbuJ.I.n:: 
In the re'.dings, the primary ne.d ••••ed to be that 
ot vocabUlary_ Strang, et al.' puts vocabulary into three 
major categori•• of difficulty. First. the same term 18 not 
always used to mean a particUlar operation. a.eondly, ••veral 
'1 ,	 I 
7Ib1d, p. 161. 
8Ba1.1l!man t .et al, 11M2-Ill a.t%:u~iu ill ~u IllcmUU 
§CDQQlI. pp. 191-92 
9strang, et &1. :At IIRDI.ID~ pt BIMW, pp. 1,9-60. 
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technical terms 1n mathematics have their uses in general 
conversation with qUite a different meaning. The third prob­
lem is that mathematics requires understanding of many term,s 
which remind the stude,nt of absolutely nothing and must be 
learned the long. hard way. 
Bond and wagner10 alao stress the need tor the teach­
er to plan for the vocabulary d1ttlcultie. that the ,students 
probably would encounter. They remind the reader that gener-­
al and technical term. cau.. the average child much contusion 
and trustration. Symbols are also inclUded. in this area be-, 
cau•• the writer has exper1enced through the years that sym­
bols are part of the basic vocabulary that one needs to 
handle mathematical probl.... 
~QlPr'hlnl1Pn. 1Di,xprltat~AD ani IRlti 1111gi1Q; 
Bond and Wagner stated the need tor careful scrutiny 
or the text when they say, 
Mathematical reading material used in elementary school 
lack. the c,ont1nu1ty the ehild has 1>eoo•• accustomed to 
1n other reading experience.. One paragraph of material 
otten bear8 little or no r'.lat1onsh1p to the paragraph
1mmediately preceding or tollowing it.- A~1thm.t1,o prob­
lems are generally short and compact statements with 
very little descriptive material. Otten there 1s no 
contextual relationship between the problema on a page.
Even the name. of the p••ple ot the problem. are not the 
same from proble. to problem. In most other f1elds where 
reading 1s employed. the chIld 1. taught to continue the 
meaning hoa paragraph to paragraph. To transter a gen­
eralized attack to reading math••atics 1s contusing.
Many of the never textbooks attempt to overcome this d1t~ 
t1culty by prelenting a serie. ot problems on a the•• 
common to a11.11 
•. 1 
1OBond and Wagner t 1.IDiD« \be CQ1:J.4 a ·11.4, 
pp. 270-72. ' 
11Bond and Wagner, OR Ali-, PP. 272~73. 
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Also a necessary ingredient in eomprehen's1on 1s back. 
ground. That ls, the child must be able to draw from past 
experience. 80 that he can develop new and old concepts. 
The child must be given material in proper sequence so that 
he can build new eoncepts. Basic number understandings must 
be continually pre.ented. 
Everyday experience. us.d in developing math.mati· 
cal concepts help solidity the 1de. presented. Gray statesl 
The U8e of ooncrete experience to give ••aning and add 
interest to arithll.t1cal concepts alao 1s advocated. 
This might inolu4. baving eh11dren divide po••••sions 
equal17l plan what to buJ with a giVen 8Ilount of money,plan rerresuenta tor a party - time ola...t., to see 
who runs fasteat, go on arran!. to the .tore. Tne•• 
exper1eno,. Will help the. to read meaning into the 
problems.• ;2 
This type of background .at.rial and preYloua con­
cepts must b. reviewed over and over. Almost every author­
ity stresses this ne.d. 
McKee describ•• certain way- of bUilding baokground. 
1. Much can be oontributed by the teacher's oral explan­
ation.. Many or the.e will necessarily be 0.mpo••4 by 
the teacher trom hi. tund ot knowledge on the topic and 
the pupUs' experience. and v1l1 be used by her in talk­
ing to the pupils. Each oral explanation muet contain 
considerable detail, and t in com.posing any explanation,
it 18 imperative that the t.acher plan caretully just 
what 1s to be sa14 80 that vague expressions and ambigu­
ous sentence. are a\,o1ded and olear organisation ot 1deas 
1. guarantee4.
 
2.10•• Gone.pta part1oularl,-thos8, pertaining to ob­

jects and activitl es, can be developed by having the
 
pupils observe critically p1ctur-., or all type., includ­







3. One of the most fruitful ways or developing concepts 
ot objects, activitie., and. conditions is erit1calob­
servat10ns of those items themselves. Otten direct ob-. 
servat10n reqUires excursions to place. where the objeots,
activities or conditions are to be seen. 
4. PrObably the most ..trective means ot helping the pu­
p1l construct concepts ot activities and of objects inher­
ent in them is to make it possible tor him to engage in 
those activities himself. Each activity must be authentic 
in the sense that the pupil can get trom it a correct or
1truthful concept. 3 
Another part of comprehension 1s the ohild's use ot 
quantitative ••n.se. Ta.ken trom the dictionary and as used in 
this studYt quantitative 1.1 
(a) an ent1ty 8'ubJect to tr.at~.nt in accordance with 
a set of consIstent rules and, (b) the p1"operty of magni.... 
tUde involving eomparabl11ty With other mag,nitUd•• and, 
(0) magnltude, size, value, area. or length.1,+ 
Therefore. it 1s expected that the child can comprehend or 
Visualize s1z•• , etc. For this to be aeeomp11ehed, a spiral 
type of text helps to review this concept. 
Another category of comprehension that the writer 
deemed necessary was the prO(l8S8 of thinking. U'ntler this 




All of the akllls are interwoven as a unit and a.re hard to 
separa,te when wrl ting the cr1 ter1,& in this stu4y. 
13MeK••, RI~ ~21EiUI Slt. Iniww1i12I1 t.2l thI 
iJ.!ml~llz..Jghopl, pp. 1+17..1,. 
1~hI .MIlle&:1. ColJ,UI .r.>.1n10,!\axy (Random House, 
1960) t p. 990,. 
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Another tactor, the selection of speed, vill be dis­
cussed here. Most author., one being Bond and Wagner, sug­
gest a general and fast reading the fir'lt time through. They 
say. 
Much of the material of mathematies must be reread reflec­
tively several times. The child rarely reads more than 
tyopaces ot arithmetical material per daYl as con*rasted 
with many palel per day in thesoc1al stud. 8S. All math­
ematioal material. must be read SlowlY'1.lPd most or the 
facts will never be reterred to again. , 
This shows the nec•••ity of reading the entire mater­
ial so one may select the 1aportantpo1nta and. put them in 
their proper order 10 that the resulting understanding ldll 
be logical or reasonable. 
§RIAla~~1141i1.~1 
When one bro·v.e. through a mathematics book, many 
charts, graphs. tabl•• , and eliagrams are seen. Becau8e of 
the questionna1re mentioned in the introduction. and from 
past experience, the writer believe. the•• parts are skipped 
mainly because readers do not understand the.. The•• skills 
are needed in almost every sub3ect encount.,red by a student. 
In tact, people use and read charts the rest of their lives. 
EEPR~. lo1I1B1 
This 1s probably on. of the most important phases of 
the skills 'because children do not know what the,. are reading, 
therefore, the,. are not able to compute. Every author that 
the writer read had 80mething to say about problem.8olving. 
I. If J I 
1"Bond and Wagne!' t p. 273. 
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As was written earlier in this paper. some sort of method 
must be taught. I must involve sensing the problem revolv­
ing the aspects or the problem to dete7m1ne possible method 
of solution, and completing the aolution. In tine, children 
need to develop the type ot thinking involved. in problem 
solving_ 
,'p;11o"t10 11 or, mull, -Lilt io tAl. -IH\mgi 
The writer taught tour seventh grade mathe-matlca 
classes using the tollov1ng procedure in applying the read­
ing skills list to the text. The results were very satis­
tying. 
Th. text va8 introduced. by listing the title. auth­
ors, publisher and oOP1r1ght date on the chalkboard as sug.. 
ge.ted and emphaalzed by most critics. A .hort resume about 
the author was given. Betore the children were exposed to 
the text the writer pointed out in the table or cont·ents 
SOil. of the areas to be covered. Through t.he use ot humor 
and a posit1ve approach by the instructor. the class was ex­
posed to comments tor challenge. 
One such eOlmlent was coneerned 111th the many uses of 
mathematics. Page 31 in has two 
pictures with the titl., "Who U••• Mathematics?· (Figure -1) 
This brought comments trom many 7oungstera. A p-age showing 
the symbols to be encountered vas discussed. A short d1s-. 
cussion enlued because the students noted that 80me of the 
'Yllbols were 41ft.rent from past experience.. (Figure 2) 
II 
Who Uses Mathematics? 
, 
,I 
A civil engineer designs and
 
supervises the construction of
 
such public works as high­

ways, dams, and bridges. The
 
photographs show a crew on
 




the entrance to New York Har­

bor (above) and the completed
 
bridge (below). A civil engi­





mathematics in solving the
 
wide variety of problems that
 








equals or is equal to 7,35
 
{ } 6 LCM least common multiple 242 
/is ray 253 
~ is not equal to 7,35 AB line segment 259 
E is a member of 7 LTPS angle 268
fl is not a member of 7 ~ is congruent to 274,276
C is a subset of 11 ~ is not congruent to 275is not a subset ofCl 11 a·b multiplication 352
0 empty set or null set 12 - equals approximately 384
N set of natural 16 continues endlessly 391
numbers 
. abc repeated digits 391W set of whole numbers 16 
6.ABC triangle 412n intersection 20 ° degree 424U union 24 mO LNQL degree measure of 425( ) parentheses 5, 81-82 
angle> is greater than 57 
11" pi 445< is less than 57,360 J.. is perpendicular to 449
Vn for every whole 66 ratio 464
number n % percent 468 
3n for at least one 66 ~ 
ASH arc 483whole number n 
~ 
[ ] brackets 81-82 mOASB degree measure of 483 
1 2 arc x ,x , powers of x 113 ~ x3, etc. O-ASB sector 483.---. 
AB line 176 -1, -2, etc. negative numbers 500 
GCF greatest common 236 J set of integers 501 
factor +1, +2, etc. positive numbers 501 
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In order to use a reading approach to the text, the 
writer studied the structure and content of the textbook. 
'Each chapter consists ot tour to eight sections. Each sec-, 
t10n consists of several pages of reading interspersed with 
charts, tables, designs, graphs, and pictures. Following the 
reading, the authors have oral exercises which help digest 
the material and prepare the students for the written exer­
cises that to11ow·. 1h1s pattern vas discussed with the stu­
dents. 
A reading approach vas presented to the students. 
Kmphaala1ng the concern to do well. the \n-lter proposed the 
skills list to the students advising the. that utilizing 
past experiences would help them to 1mprove. 
For each chapter the writer introduced an outline. a 
oopy or which was g1ven to each child. This copy vas called 
a contraot and the children signed up to do A, I, or .£ level 
work. The contract listed ob3ect1ves, .peclal vocabulary, 
points of emphas1s, and written asslcnments. In the latter, 
the three levels or d1tt1eulty were uae·d. The reason that 
levels vere used was two...told. First, the stud,ent having dif­
fiCUlty should do problems that will help him understand the 
basic concept. Secondly. the student who would profit from 
challenging problems .hould be required to do only the more 
difficult exereises. The aim was not to punish stUdents by 
making the. do more problems. The iavorable response to this 
method has been moat gratifying. 
27 
Some of the reading skills of this study were pre.ented 
in the contract without the students realizing it. Most of the 
technical vocabulary was noted in the coaments and vas d1s~ 
cussed when the assignment was gi"en. Her. t general vocabu­
lary and symbols were discussed. 
In order to show how the skill l1st was used in teach­
inC mathematics, the writer chose Chapter 6 of the Modern 
Mathemat10s text. The contract written tor this chapter and 
several others are reproduced 1n the appendix.16 
The ohapter was introduced by handing out the contracts 
a.n.d discussing the objectives. Vocabulary was the focal point 
when the class looked over the objectives. General and tech­
nical vocabulary were di.cussed in detail. '.118 discussing 
the ob~ect1Y.st it was sUIge.ted that the chapter seuld be 
looked at caretully. Each ••mber of the class opened the 
text and the writer pointed out the picture. and d1agrams on 
page. 168.69. (Figure 3). The children noted the bold faced 
printed word., realizing the need toroaretul rea41na. The 
class noted the intricate diagrams and special positioning 
of 1mportant interpretations as on trl$ bottom of pa.ge 182 
and top of page 183, (Jl~1gure It-).. Several ot the class members 
noted the many pi.Ilk and gray rectangles containing importan.t 
principles to be learned. 
In examining Section 6, -Extending Your Vocabularyt· 
the writer felt it necessary to remind the class that add!­






168 Chapter 6 
• Figures in Space 
6-1 Points and $pace 
Pictures and Diagrams. Can you recognize an object when you 
see a picture of it? On the left below you see a photograph of a box. 
On the right you see a diagram of the same box. Notice that in the 
diagram dashes are used to show edges that are not visible in the 
view shown. 
Below are photographs and diagrams of several other objects. 
Match the numeral labeling each photograph on the left with the 












Sets and Geometry 169 
8. 
5. 
In1agine a speck of dust in nlid-air in your classroonl. Can you 
describe its exact location? As the picture below suggests, you lnight 
locate the position A of the dust-speck by telling how far A is fron1 the 
Hoor and from each of t.he t\VO walls shown. N"o\v suppose that the 
speck were to drift out of sight. Would its old position A still exist? 
()f course it would! You can talk about the position A without having 
to t.hink of a Inateria.l object in that position. 
The physical idea of location, or position, suggests the tnathelnatical 
idea ofpoint. Thus, the positions of such physical objects as a pin-prick 
in a wall, the corner of a box, the center of the earth, and the North 
Pole, all suggest the notion "point." 
The diagraln on pag~ 170 and the picture below use small dots to 
nlark. positions. In the same way, diagrams picturing mathematical 
ideas use dots to represent points. Below you see representations of 







182 Chapter 6 
6-3 Planes 
Painting Blocks. Ed had several blocks, all
 
like the one in the picture. He painted thenl and
 
gave each block three completely red faces and
 
three completely white faces. After being
 
painted, all but one of the blocks could be
 
turned so that the top, bottom, and front faces
 




Can you imagine extending the 
top of the table shown in the pic­
ture to form a :flat surface with­
out boundaries in any direction? 
Such a surface suggests an infinite 
set of points called a plane. 
In your classroom are In_any 
flat surfaces, eacll s-uggesting a 
plane. Here are a few: 
the face of tIle chalkboard, 
the ceiling, 
Of course, each of these objects suggests only a part of a plane because 
the object has boundaries whereas a plane does not. 
In diagrams, planes are usually suggested by drawings like the ones 
below, whic.h actually repres~nt only parts of planes. Notice the use of 
a sheet of paper,
 
t.he front cover of your textbook.
 
script capital letters to name the planes. 
Plane(j> Plane Z 
One of the points of the plane z pictured above has been named 
U R." The fact that R is a point of Z can be said in any of the following 
ways: 
R E z. Z contains R. 
R lies on or lies in z. z passes through R. 
R is contained in z. 
31
 
Sets and Geometry 183 
The diagranl at the right shows a plane 
~n cont.aining all the points of line I. Thus, 
I is a subset of mt, and we may write: 
/ C ~)1t mt includes /. 
/ lies in or lies on mI. fit passes through f. 
Note that to say "ilTt passes through I" means "~)1t contains all points 
of I.." 
By considering the corners, edges, and faces of a box, you can 
discover SOlne properties of points, lines, and planes. 
(a)	 Points A and B sho\vn at the right 
both lie in the plane partly suggested B 
by the top face of the box. Call that 
plane z. Does every point of AB 
belong to z? The answer "yes" sug­
gests the following property of space. 
The boy in the photograph is using this "flatness" property of a plan.e 
to decide whether the top of the counter is a good representation of 
(part of) a plane. The boy holds a straight edge against the counter­
top. Moving the edge across the surface, he checks to see if every­
where the counter-top touches the edge, all along the edge. 
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tional new words would be found throu.ghout the book. F'rom 
this, a class member brought up the need tor slow reading. 
The writer then took time and suggested a reading of the sec­
tion first so that a general 1dea could be established in 
their minds. Moving to the ass1gmaent are.. the writer empha­
sized some of the important areas so they coUld be reread. 
Seet10n 1 pointed out the ditterence between the object and 
the pioture of the object which vas discuased on page. 168-69, 
(refer to Figure 3).17 The oral ex.reiee. wer. stressed. 
In Section 2 of the contract, a nota luggested that the oral 
exercises b. written out tor clas8 discussion. 
Each section noted sOlle ••pha.i. on rereading, See­
tion 2 made a speoial note about pace. 17, and 176 (rigure S>, 
discus.ing 'lin•• ' and ·object.' Without really mentioning 
sp••d, the writer advised the cla.8 to read ••ntence by sen­
tenc., or paragraph b)1- paragraph. whichever one suited the 
situation the second time they read the section. 
Indirectly, comprehension and interpretation were irt.. 
volved in the rereading beeaue. the students had to use their 
past exper1enc•• along with their quantitative .ense in order 
to .elect, orderly and logicallf, the material pre.ented. By 
using the oral exerc1s. and. other que.tions the comprehension 
understandings were tied together. 
The problem solving 1n Chapter 6 vas d1fterent because 
this chapter involved geometry. The eaphasi. vas on point., 
lines, and plans. But. the problem-solving technique. still 
33 
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Can you inlagine a single ray of light shining on dust-specks in the 
air? These dust-specks would rnark a set of positions that suggests the 
set of points or mathenlatical figure 
called a straight line, or simply a line. 
The st.raight red streak in the dia­
gram on page 174 and in- the picture 
on page 169 show how we picture 
lines. Of course, each streak has 
color, width, and thickness, while a 
line has no such properties. Also, each streak has a beginning and an 
end, whereas a line is endless. To emphasize that a line has no beginning 
and no end, the diagram picturing it is sometimes drawn with arrow­
heads like this: 
..
 
One of the points of the line pictured at the right above has been 
labeled "P." The line itself has been named by the letter "1." The fact 
that P is a point of I can be stated in any of the following ways: 
PEl. P is contained in I. 
P lies Oil or lies in I. I passes througll P. 
Given any line, there are points of space which do not lie on the line. 
The diagram below pictures a point S which does not lie on the line 
sho\vn. .s 
Now look at the photograph at the 
right It shows a carpenter's plumb 
line stretching frotn a particular loca­
tion on the ceiling of a roonl to a 
particular location on the floor. Is 
there nlore than one position for the 
plumb line joining those locations? 
Of course not; and this physical fact 
suggests a property we assume to be 




176 Chapter 6 
'I'hrough any t\VO d'ifferent points in space 
there is exactly one (one and only one) line.. 
Another \vay of stating this property is: uTwo different points in 
space deterrnine a line." Notice that the statement uses the words "two 
different points" to etnphasize the fact that two points are needed to 
deternline a line. J-Iereafter, when 
\ve speak of t»-'o objects, \ve will 
/ always mean two different objects. 
As the diagram at the right sug­

gests, a single point A lies on many
 
lines. In fact, the lines through any
 
one point fornl an infinite set.
 
,We assume that every line contains 
at least two points. Therefore, since 
there is one and only one line containing two given points, you can 
identify a line by nanling any two In 
of its points. For exanlple, suppose 
the line In pictured at the right con­
tains points A, B, and T. One symbol 
for this line is .AB, read "line A, B." 
The order in which you nan1e the two 
points does not Inatter, so that SA, read "line B, A," is another symbol 
for line /11. Why does A~t also name the line? Still other names of 
line In are fA, flj, and Bf. 
. Look carefully at the following photographs. The string stretched 
~ 
froln position S to position F represents part of SF. The boys hold 
another string to ~uggest a different line. 
1
 
(a) The lines meet at M. 




could be used. The children still had to read the problems 
to determine the question asked. decide on needed f'Qcts, 
ass1milate the information t and reach a conclusion. Recheek.. 
inl. no matter what kind or proble., was needed. 
tal1y!1. 2t.T',1bo2K 
Noting the re1at1ve 1m:portance of skills drawn up, 
the text was studied we:ll in relation to the list. The re­
sults of this analysis are given in Table 1. 
'{ocabulary. eom.prehension and selection of speed 
were required in every chapter. The problem..solv1ng skills 
were used in almost all or the chapters. 
In the section or speeia11 z8.d skills t charts were 
the least or the sk111s used, with. graphs being used about 
halt the time and tables about three..rourtbs of the time. 
Diagrams were used in a.ll bu.t one chap1:er of the text. 
When one looks at the Table, 1t is quite evident 
that the teacher ill matllematies must also understa..lld reading 
skills and guide pupils in ut1.11z1rlg the skills. Looking 
back on the last semester and the grades made by the stllde,nts, 
the writer va. pleased with the results of this approach. It 
1s felt that any teacher who teaches in the content f1e14 can 
gain lomo insight on approach.. to their subject matt.r by 
browsing through this paper. 
kQn;l.linl.iQDI and,· IIIRli,Qltj.QAI 
The intensive study or the literature and the math­
ematics text While work1.ngw1th the stUdents. yielded the tol­
lowing findings & 
TABLE 1
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1.	 In the reading of mathematics, tour aspects of 
reading are stressed by reading specialists, 
naJilt31y' : vocabulary, comprehension. selection at 
speed, and problem solVing. 
2.	 Skills most needed in reading mathematies at sev­
enth grade level are vocabulary, comprehension, 
and problem solving. 
3- Skills requ1r.d. but of leseer frequency, are 
special skills which include diagrams, tables, 
graphs, and cherts. 
'+.	 After applying the reading skills to the teach­
ing or mathematies tor one se.ester, it was ob­
serve,d that the greatp.t benefit was to the loy 
achievers. 
,.	 Students seemed to become more aware or the need 
fOl~ anal)Tt1cal St11df of the more difficult math­
ematioal concepts. 
Certain implications resulting trom this study are. 
1.	 Teaohers of lnathematlclJ should have sutf1c1.ent 
background 1n reading skills and the ability to 
analyze lessons for readi.ng sIt-ill. as wel.l as 
ability' to guide students in the functional appli ­
cations of reading .kills to mathematics. 
2.	 A reading approach to te.ehlng mathematics appar­
ently improve. the comprehension or mathemat1cal 
reading and problem solving, general and technical 
vocabulary development,and symbol recognition. 
3.	 Further research should be carried out in the 
torm of an experimental study ot the comparative 
etfectiveness of ••phasizing reading skills in a 
tunct10nal application to mathematics versus 
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It ..............................._............_ .......__........ , hereby agr•• to 
complete the fol.loY1ng contraot At B, c. 
Teacher ................-......................... .. 
__ , I I , 
READ CAREPULLY THE ENTIRE CONTRACT BEFORE SIGNING OR BEGII. 
WING WORK. 
The student willI 
dist1nguish d1rterent methode tor counting_ 
know the bas1c Roman Numerals• 
know how to read and find. the power ota numeral• 
be able to determine a base-two numeral naming a 
base-ten nueral. 
know the place value 8y8te. of the decimal system• 
be able to u.se the expanded notation tor the decimal 
s1stem.
 
be able to d1etinp.lsh other bas-. I,.St_••
 
A·,iaamlA$' 
Section. l+-.1 aead Section If.-1 in t-ext OD Primitive Numerall. 
Detine. hi,.,rog17ph1c (' 11 1 1)numeral a ,eve s 
Be able to intelligently discus. hoy primitive
people counted. 
Be able to discuss "tallie." and·one.to-one" 
eorr••pondenoe.
 
Be able to discuss the oral exeroi.e. on p. 106.
 
You w1l1 DQ1 be liable tor the Ancient Eg7ptian
 
Numeral•• 
COftTRACT. Chapter 4, page 2 
It there are any problems on this syate.th••• 
sJDlbols Yould be given to you. 
written exercisesl 
Exerei,sea on p. 107 11111 be done together in 
class. 
Section '+-2 Bead Seotion 1+-2, pp. 107-110 on Roman Ntulerals. 
Know the bas1c Roman Numerals - I, Vt X, L,
C,	 D M.j 
We wUl simplify the ·Principle." on pp. 108.110. 
Be able to work the oral exercises on p. 110. 
Written exerci••s. 
C level - p. 111 oc1d ex. 1-23. 
B le.el • p. 111 044 ex. 1-29 
A level - p. 111 even ex. 10-30, and 31.3~. 
Section '+-3	 aead this seot1on on exponents and povers, 
pp. 112-11'+. 
Observe car.tully what the belinning introduc­
tion is telling you.
 
Anall•• caretully the table on p. 113.
 




C level .. even nUllbere4 probl.... 2-22 
B level .. even numbered problems, 16.26 
A level - proble.. 20-28 
Sect10n l+-'t Read about Base-two, PP. 11~-119. 
Read caretully about the pair wrapper. pp. 11,.16. 
Study the tally nuaeral on pp. 116-117• Be able 
to sboy an exarapleu.1ng .ore or rewer tal11e. 
than .hown on pp. 116-111. 
Ixpr,••• the d1agram 1n notation ton. 
Be able to dettnel 
place value and place value .,..tem
base-two 8llt•• 
Be	 able to determ1nea base-two numeral that 
names a ba...ten nue:ral. Ex. -2 Ie 126,0 
l .., 
CONTRACT, Chapter ~t page 3 
Study the ohart on p. 119 
Be able to do the oral ex.rei.es on pp. 119-20. 
Written exerci•••• 
C level - do problems 1 6 10 15 20
 
B leTel • 40 probl••• 1~. t2, ~8, ~Ot 22,

2'+ and 26 
A level • 40 problem. 12. 17, 19. 22, 2~, 
25' and 26 
Section ~-5 Bead pp. 120-122 about deelBal numerall. 
Se able to take a ba•••ten numeral and expre•• 
it in expanded notatlon.
 




C level • 40 probl~m. 1, ~t 8, 11. 15. 16, 17,
18 and 21 
B level - 40 Pro"b,lem,,",", ~,1 10. 12, 1~. 18,20,
22 23 2, 27 
& level - do'pro~l"'& 12, 18, 20-28 
Section ~-6	 aead about numerals 18 Other Place.Value 8rs. 
t_a.pp. 121+-127. 
'We w1ll do .ele.ted oral and witten proble.s 
tro. pp. 128.129 1n 01••,•• 
A level students will be a••1cne4 problems to 
pre.ent to olass. 
A leYel student. are to hand in the work tor 
~t~e;;.1~3~~3~~ge 13lt after reading eare-
Take Chapte,r Telt pp. 13<>-131, and 7 problns 
aa4e up b7 Mr. Brand. 
(Please do not look ahead at t,he Chapter r.st. 








MATHE~ATICB • SEVElfTli GRADE 
CHAPTBR S 
kUlBAQA 
I, : thereby agree to completeIII .U 




READ CAREFULLY' THE ENTIRE CONTRACT BEFORE SIGNII'G OONTRACT Oil 
BEGINNING WORK. 
The stUdent willi 
Know the 100 addition tacts • 
... Be able to us. the algorithm 51st.a tor addition•, 
IUlow the "d1tterence S\UI property· 1n relat10n to sub­
traction. 
YdlOw the 81 subtraction tacts• 
••• Know the multip11cation algorithm .yltem. 
Know the basic multiplication tacta• 
Know the diVision algorithm• 
Know the basic 41v1.1on facta • 
r .JP 'J I. 
"1;1.'8.,\1 
Sect10n "-1 aead over very caretull,. step by step the cl1tter­
ent exaJlpl•• presented 1n shoWing the a4d1tlon 
algor1tbJD pp. 138,.11+2. Reread several tilles I 
Review the basie addition taots. 
Be able to d1.oue. the oral .x.rei•••• 
Written exere1s••: 
C level - p. 1lt-3 ex. 31 .', 8. 9, 10. 13, 1lt,
17. 19, 20, ~3. 
B level - f9t'~5~!2~2lt6t'2g: ~g: 13, 1lt, 18, 
A 1e.e1 ... p. 1lt3~1 •.x•. 0t 1.lt117219.t20, 
21, 22, z3. 21+, "" ,8, jOt .,2. 
1+7 
CONTRACT, Chapter " pace 2 
Sectlon ,-2 Read very care'tul11' PP. 1lflt.-1+7 about the sub­
traction alcorltnm. 
Btu4)1 the	 -The Ditterence .. Sum Property- care­
tully and be able to use it v1th example•• 
Know the oral exerci.e. tor class discusslon. 
a."ie. the .sie subtraction facts. 
wrttten exeroi••• : 
C 1 1 - fS,1it~~t~8,2t9~'J: 10, 13, 1..... 
B 1 1 • f7t'~g~if.e;o.9~2:~~:"'" 1~f 16, 
A 1.,..1 - p. 1't8~t ex. 11+-20_ 
Take Test 12. Fon at Ch. S-1 and ,-2. 
It 1011 40 poor11, u.. In4epenc1ent Study to use 
the practice bookS. 
Sect10n 5'-3	 pp. 1'+9-1,2 covers the multiplication algorithm. 
Study this section caretully_ 
Stud.y the 'baslc multiplication tacts on p. 151. 
The oral exerci... proTide an excellent oppor­
tunity' tor ola•• eli.cu••1on provided we stud,. 
it ahead of time. 
Written exercis••• 
C 18ye1 - p. 1~t ex. 1 - 21 
B 1eYe1 • p. 1~t ex. , .. 23 . .. . 
A 1• .,..1 -	 p. 15'+, u. 10, 12, 1lt. 16, 17, 18,
19. 20. 21. 23, 2~. 2~, 26. 
Section S.lf,	 Bead pp. 1SS-1,7 cQverin.g the 41vis10n alcorlthll. 
Study the oral .x.rci•••• 
\qlttel'. exerei••• 1 
C level -	 p. "S, odd ex. 1 • 33 
B leT81 ~	 p. 1,9, odd ex. 11, 29. 31, 32, 33, 
3»+, 3~t 36. 
A l.yel -	 ~2t1~:93~:X3S:2!6:~37~40~7t 31, 






the following	 contract At B, C. 
Teacher --................ .........._ ..............
_ d'i 
READ CAREFtiLLY TBE ErfrIRE COI1:rlU.CT BEFORE SIGNING COITIACT Oil 
BEGINNING WORK. 
IlbAY11:1J. '. gl!3Ie~lxu 
The _tudent will be able to illustrate anel/or detine. 
••• point ••• coplan.:r 
•• • space ••• coincident 
••• line ••• parallel 
••• inter.ecting line ••• skew lines 
••• intersection point •••• figur-• 
••• plane ••• geometry 
••• collinear ••• equivalent 
'I J	 I ..• '.1 I f 
",ima_it 
Section 6-1	 Read .Pp. 168.70 in text on p·otnts and .pace. 
Keep in mind the discussion to know the d1fter­





space figure geometry point
 
Study caretully the 18 oral discUS810B questions.,
 
They are tr1ek)r. 
Written exerci••s. 
C level .. pp,. 171-73 problem·. 1-7 
B le.e1 .. pp.	 171-73 ,Jlobl... 3.10 
A 1•••1 - pp.	 171-7'+ proble.s 4-12 
- ....:;::;,	 "1 
I 
I 
CONTltlCT, Chapter 6, page 2 
Section 6-2 itead pp. 171+-178 on l1l1es. 
COP7 the d1agrut on p. 171+ and locate the inter­
se,et1ons. 
rtot1ce the important emphasis on p•. 17'abo~t 
tfli.ne and stra1sht lin.- and on p. 176 about 
"objects and d1fterent ob3ects. ft 
Word. tor definitions 
line p. 176 two 11ne. p_ 177 
intersecting lines p. 178 
Be able to answer the oral que.tions in class. 
(Write out any an.vers that are difficult for 
you) 
Written Exercisesa 
C leY81 ... PP. 179-80 problems 1-12. 1,...., 1;~ 17 
B level .. pp. 179-81 problema 2, ...., S, 7-1"
 
.A level .. ~:: ~~~-i~·prOblUlS 2, 6, 7-12, 1.....
 
18, 20. 22, 23-26. 
Section 6-3	 Read pp_ 182-81+ on plan•• 
Words tor detinition. 
plane 
N-otice on p. 182 the bottom paragraph tor sa"ing
"a point in a plane." 
Oral exerclses on p. 181+-85 help U8 understand 
planes. 
Written exercises: 
C level - pp. 18~ probl... 1-16 
B level - Pp. 18, 044 problems 1-20 
A level • PP. 18, even problems 2-16, 17.2~ 
Sect10n 6-1+	 aead pp. 186.188 to gather information on deter­
milling plan••• 
Reread carefully. 
p. 187 - points determine a plane 
p. 188 • the tive boxe. should be studied 
earetully 
p. 189 - oral	 exereiees .houlcl be written 
out tor clas.	 diSCUS81oft. 
CONTFACT, Chapter 6, page 3 
Section 6...4 (Continued) 
Written exercises. 
~	 C level • pp. 189-91 problem. 1-12, 17-18 
B level .. pp.	 189-91 problems 1-12. 18, 20. 
22, 2'+1 2;, 26 
A 1.".1 .. pp.	 18':#-91. problems 9-30 
(13-16 will be demonstrated by A level 
students) 
Progress test (6-1 through 6-'t) - Those who do 
not pass this	 test will work on the practIce
books. 
Section 6-,	 Read pp. 192-19, about intersections of 11ne. 
and plana. 
aeread oaretully, 
p. 193 • the three boxes dlscus.ingline. 
p. 195' - the two boxes dlscussing planes 
Oral exereises p. 19, tor class discussion 
Written exercises 
C level - p. 196, probl... 1.12 
B level - p. 196. odd problems 1-18 
A level • P. 196 e.en probl••• 1-22 
Sectlon 6-6 8••4 PP. 191-201 on extending vocabulary 
Words tor definitions 
collinear coplaner nonconourrent 
concurrent parallel skew 11n•• 
Study eXUlplea on p. 201. 
Oral ex.rei••s will be done together 1n alasa. 
Written exercise.,
All le.els .. PI>. 201-03, probl••• 1.26. 
